


INTRODUCING
NOVA PLUS

Digital technology has resulted in numerous lens advancements

and stands to be one of the most dynamic technological innovations in

the manufacturing of eyewear. For the first time, the wearer can actually

receive a corrective lens designed especially to accommodate his or her

exact prescription.

 Nova Plus is available for Single Vision & Progressive wearers.

Nova Plus is a lens that adapts to the wearer, 

rather than the wearer adapting to the lenses.



BACK SURFACE ASPHERIC DESIGN

NOVA PLUS

Nova Plus lenses are made using technologically advanced patented 100%
back surface design

MECHANISM OF CONVENTIONAL PROGRESSIVE MECHANISM OF NOVA PLUS PROGRESSIVE



BACK SURFACE ASPHERIC DESIGN

NOVA PLUS

Conventional lens Nova lens

Higher order of magnification 

with smaller vision zones.

Reduced magnification with 

wider vision zones as the whole 

prescription is closer to the Eye.



UNIQUE DIGI CONTOUR

TECHNOLOGY

CONVENTIONAL NOVA PLUS

SPH : +3.00 ADD : + 2.00 SPH : +3.00 ADD : + 2.00

Improved contrast image with wider field of vision upto 30% compared to

conventional lens. Remarkable clear image without distortion in the peripheral

areas due to less astigmatism.



UNIQUE DIGI CONTOUR

TECHNOLOGY

Conventional lens Nova lens

Narrow distance and near zone with higher 
distortions at the periphery.

Wider and clear distance and near zone with 
reduced distortions at the periphery.



Spherical Bi-Aspherical NOVA PLUS Multi-Aspherical

MULTI MERIDIAN

PROCESSING

Multi Meridian Processing calculates precisely numerous meridians on the 

back surface of the lens.

Evolution in vision with NOVA PLUS from the 

sphere to the individual design.



ABERRATION FILTER 

SYSTEM

Spherical Lens Aspherical Lens Multi Aspherical Lens

In Aberration Filter System, with high precision optimization of power

characteristics and selective design, aberrations and distortions are greatly

reduced.

NOVA PLUS has Aberration Filter System with which it is possible to

correct spherical aberration and astigmatic distortions to a great extent.



ABERRATION FILTER 

SYSTEM

Distortion at the periphery with conventional lens.

Conventional lens Nova lens

Natural and clear vision at the periphery with 
reduced distortions.



FLATTER BASE

CURVES

NOVA PLUS 
lenses come with 

noticeably reduced 

thickness by upto 

85% by choosing 

Flatter Base Curves.



BINOCULAR BALANCING

METHOD

Binocular Balancing method calculations are made to connect all the points in the 

peripheries of the pair of lenses to create the smoothest power transitions possible.

NOVA PLUS offers

clear vision at all zones of the

lenses, eliminating unwanted

distortions, even when the

image is viewed from nasal &

temporal sides at the same

time.



BINOCULAR BALANCING

METHOD

Conventional lens Nova lens

Unwanted distortion when the image 

is viewed from nasal and temporal 
sides at the same time.

Nova Plus offers clear vision at all zones of the 
lenses, eliminating unwanted distortions, even 

when the image is viewed from nasal & 
temporal sides at the same time.



10*

Conventional lens Nova plus lens

RETINA FOCUS

DESIGN

Retina Focus Design improves

the image quality at the retina in

all directions of gaze for greater

clarity and wearing comfort.



KEY HOLE 

EFFECT

The closer the prescription lens gets to the eye the wider you see.

Conventional lens Nova plus lens

Narrow field of vision 

with conventional lens.

Wider field of vision with 

NOVA DIGITAL lens, as the 
prescription is closer to the 
eye.



AVAILABILITY OF

NOVA PLUS DIGITAL

Nova Plus Digital lenses manage to produce cosmetically appealing thin and light

lenses which are suitable for all frame types and offer improved wearer comfort and

aesthetics. Nova Plus Digital lenses are also very easy to fit. It is available in 3 fitting

heights.



The Entire Nova Digital Family

NOVA GALAXY

AT A GLANCE



SUITABLE 

FOR ALL FRAMES



Visit at : www.novalens.com


